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Fully diagnostic zero-footprint
solution for Cardiology

TOMTEC
ZERO Imaging
Diagnostic
HOW WILL I BENEFIT FROM TOMTEC ZERO?

WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS,
EFFICIENCY MATTERS

TOMTEC ZERO1 is the next zero-footprint generation of cardiovascular software solutions.
Accessible through web browsers, it breaks down the barriers imposed by traditional workstations
and the boundaries of hospitals. Every physician reading cardiology studies at multiple locations
(office, reading room, ward, home) has now full diagnostic access to all images and relevant clinical
tools, including automated strain measurements.

Remote access to information belongs to our everyday life. Therefore TOMTEC developed
TOMTEC ZERO to enable flexible access to all clinical tools over the web. TOMTEC ZERO
delivers reliable image quality and measurement results. It supports your workflow to
increase efficiency and to improve clinical outcome.

How will TOMTEC ZERO fit into my practice?
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1 Is part of TOMTEC-ARENA. TOMTEC-ARENA is a registered trademark of TOMTEC Imaging Systems GmbH in Germany and/or other countries.
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Surgeons and
Anesthesiologists
can review clinical data
on their web-browser for
surgical planning.
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Referring Physicians
can instantly access
reports and studies
to get results rapidly
from the Cardiologist.
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Cardiologists
can review images in
web-browser at any time.
Whether they are in the
hospital or at home2,
pertinent information is
just a click away.

Satellite locations
can collaborate with
expert readers from
central site to deliver
excellent patient care.

2 Any access outside the hospital requires a secure VPN connection.

3 The use of mobile devices is currently for demo purposes only.

TOMTEC ZERO
WHAT IS TOMTEC ZERO?

INTEROPERABLE

TOMTEC ZERO software is a state-of-the-art cardiology review and analysis solution.
It enables instant access from web browsers to diagnostic-grade images and clinical tools.

Whether you are in a single facility or a large healthcare system,
TOMTEC ZERO can be tailored to meet your needs today and tomorrow:

Globally accredited for diagnosis, TOMTEC ZERO provides powerful capabilities critical to healthcare: image
review, comprehensive measurements, automated image analysis, measurement mappings and reporting
with integration capabilities to PACS/VNA/EMR. TOMTEC ZERO enhances access to health information with
streamlined workflows that enable physicians to make diagnoses or treatment decisions faster by providing
the tools necessary.

¬ Easily plugs into multiple distributed storage systems to create a single data access point

PROVEN CARDIOLOGY DIAGNOSTIC SUITE

WHAT MAKES TOMTEC ZERO UNIQUE?

TOMTEC enables healthcare professionals to securely view patient images
and related information from a wide variety of devices.

Our ongoing success is based on a strong foundation, which includes:

TOMTEC software is available for sale in numerous countries. Healthcare providers
have the confidence to make clinical decisions based on information they access
via web browsers, from many locations.

¬

TOMTEC-ARENA by the numbers:
¬ Published in 17 languages
¬ Available in 160+ countries
¬ More than 30,000 installations
¬ Innovating the healthcare market for more than 25 years

¬

¬ Complete integration with current reporting systems
¬ Flexible workflow integration: Integrates with any information/clinical system, all major PACS,
VNA and EMR systems or cloud archives

¬

¬

Fully diagnostic
Full breadth of clinical
tools (2D/3D)
Remote reading
Global approach
Global representatives throughout North
America, Europe and Asia Pacific support
a local go-to-market strategy.

¬

Customer care
Our global technical support works as one
team with our partners to provide the most
comprehensive customer care.

SECURE
With TOMTEC ZERO patient information are not
stored on the devices to avoid accidental exposure.
¬ Your IT administrators control
what users can access
¬ Supports you in complying with HIPAA
¬ HTTPS enabled secure URL launching
using data encryption
¬ Data remains on the server

¬

Unparalleled partner network
Each day we work side-by-side with a
network of clinical collaboration and
industry partners to deliver first class
products to the market.
From single facilities to large and complex
healthcare systems, TOMTEC-ARENA is the
image-viewing platform of choice.

¬

Leadership
Proud recipient of the North American
Customer Value Leadership Award in
Cardiovascular Imaging Informatics in 2016.

and many more

TOMTEC ZERO KEY FEATURES
True Zero-footprint

Measurements on-the-go

¬ Quick access to information
through browser, hospital
infrastructure or IT policies
currently in place. Using HTML5
requires no downloads, no
installation, no Java/Flash plugins/ActiveX and ensures browser
independence.

¬ Comprehensive web-based
cardiovascular measurements
on-the-go

AutoLV1

AutoLA1

AutoStrain1

Cardiac
Measurements1

AutoIMT1

Cath-QCA1

¬ TOMTEC ZERO allows access
to medical images in a safe and
secure way. No trace of the
opened files or related data is left
within the browser or the device.

Quality Control
¬ Review all measurements in comprehensive
worksheets
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¬ Supported automated
measurements:
¬ Biplane Simpson
¬ Intima media thickness
¬ Strain imaging
¬ Stenosis quantification
¬ Left atrial volume/function

¬ TOMTEC ZERO is a web-based version of
TOMTEC-ARENA, therefore the users who are
familiar with TOMTEC won’t see a difference
between the web and the desktop version.

¬ Check measurements for completeness
according to the IAC standards
¬ Compare measurements to norm values
and indicate deviations
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Review & Image Analytics

Web-based Structured Reporting

¬ 2D/3D image review

¬ Create consistent high quality reports
¬ Quickfill and Auto-Summary
support an efficient workflow
¬ Customize content and structure
to your needs

¬ Echo, vascular and
Cath measurements
¬ Automated measurements
to increase efficiency and
improve diagnostic quality
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About TomTec
TOMTEC Imaging Systems GmbH, with headquarter located
in Munich, Germany, is a worldwide leader for medical image
software solutions. Specialized in cardiology it offers state-ofthe-art solutions for clinical customers and industry partners.

To learn more visit:
www.tomteczero.com

The products encompass a wide range of 2D and 3D/4D technology
for visualization, automated analysis, quantification, reporting
and image management. TOMTEC products are available for adult
and pediatric cardiology, obstetrics, gynecology, radiology and
vascular diagnostics. Moreover, TOMTEC offers a sustainable
full-service component in sales and an education program with
best-practice sharing among professionals.
The company claim “Excellence in Digital Healthcare” represents
striving for excellent image and analysis quality, ease-of-use,
reproducibility of automated measurements and an all-around
service- and education offering.
The company maintains close working relationships with many
leading universities and research institutes around the world.
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